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ZSOLT PALES 
1. Introduction 
The present paper is inspired by the following result of LOSONCZI [10]. 
Let f,g: ]0, oo[-*R be arbitrary functions. The Young-type inequality 
(1) x y ^ f ( x ) + g(y), x,y> 0 
is satisfied if and only if there exist nonnegative functions p, q: ]0, <=°[—[0, <»[, a 
constant a£R and a Young function <p such that 
X 
/(*) = f (p(t)dt+p(x)+<x, x>0, 
0 
y 
g(y)= f (pi~1)(s)ds + q{y)-cc, j > 0 , 
o 
where <p(_1) denotes the right inverse of q>. 
Here q>: [0, <»[—[0, <=°[ is called a Young function if it is increasing and right 
continuous and lim (p(x)= The right inverse of <p is defined by 
0, if 0 y < (pi0) 
sup{jcS0|Q>(x)S^}, if q>(0) si y, 
and it turns out that <p(_1) is also a Young function. 
Taking a=0 , p=q=0, the "if" part of the above statement reduces to 
* y 
(2) xy^ f <p(t)dt + f (p^-v^ds, x,y> 0 
0 0 
which is called Young's inequality although YOUNG [15] proved it only when the 
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derivatives of <p and <p(-1) exist everywhere. There are several generalizations of 
this inequality. Here we mention only papers of BIRNBAUM and ORLICZ [ 1 ] , BOAS 
a n d MARCUS [2] , [3] , [4 ] , COOPER [5], CUNNINGHAM a n d GROSSMAN [ 6 ] , DANKERT 
a n d K O N I G [ 7 ] , D I A Z a n d METCALF [8 ] , KLAMBAUER [9] , OPPENHEIM [ 1 2 ] a n d Z A A -
NEN [15] . 
The "only if" part of the above result of Losonczi states that (1) can always be 
obtained by weakening a Young's inequality, in other words, this means that the 
Young inequalities are the only essential inequalities of the form (1). 
In what follows, we deal with the functional inequality 
H(x, y) ^ f ( x ) + g(y), a ^ x ^ A , b ^ y ^ B , 
where H is a given function and / , g are unknown functions. For a large class of 
functions H we prove an analogue of the theorem of Losonczi. The only point 
where our results are not more general than that of LOSONCZI [ 1 0 ] is that we assume 
x and y to be in the closed intervals [a, A] and [b, B], respectively. 
2. Young functions 
Let [a, A] and [b, B] be given fixed intervals throughout this paper. A func-
tion (p: [a,A]-~[b,B] is called a Young function (cf. LOSONCZI [ 1 0 ] , [ 1 1 ] , C U N -
NINGHAM a n d GROSSMAN [6] ) i f 
(i) <p is increasing and right continuous, 
(ii) <p{A)=B. 
The right inverse of (p, is the function <p(-1): [b, i?] —[a, A] defined by 
^ > ( v ) = f ' i f b ~ y < ( p ( a ) v lsup{x S: a\(p(x) ^ y}, if y^(p(a). 
It is easy to see that cp(~v is also a Young function (i.e., it is increasing, right con-
tinuous and (pl~1)(B)=A), furthermore, the right inverse of equals <p. 
A Young function <p: [a, A]—[b, B] is called elementary if there exist a = : x 0 < 
c q ^ . . . < x „ - 1 < x „ : = A and ...<yn^B such that 
<P(x) = y, if Xi^^X^Xi ( i = l , ..., n). 
Then the right inverse of q> is also an elementary Young function and 
We shall need the following 
a, if b ^ y < y l f 
x„ if yi^y-=yi+i (i = 1, ..., n-l), 
A, if y n ^ y ^ B . 
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Lemma. Let cp: [a,A\-*[b,B] be an arbitrary Young function. Then there 




 = (p and lim = <p(_1). 
P roo f . Write a:=A—a and let { t 1 ; t 2 , ...} be the set of all points in [a, A] 
where cp is not continuous. Denote by X„ (H£N) the set 
f , a a ( 2 " - l ) 1 
jti,..., rn,a,a+~,...,a+ — , AJ. 
Assume that the elements of X„ are a=x0< ...<xm=A. Then define <p„: [a, A] — 
-*[b, B] in the following way 
f <p(xi), if xi^x^xi+i, i = 0, ..., m —1, 
if - X = A. 
Since Xn^=Xn+1 (n£N), it is obvious that (/pn) is an increasing sequence of 
elementary Young functions. 
To prove the first equality in (3), let a^x^A be arbitrary. If either x=a 
or x=A then (p„(x)=q>(x) therefore there is nothing to show, so we assume that 
a-<x^A. If <p is not continuous at x then there exists a k such that x=rk, i.e., 
x i A ^ n ^ + i f l . . . . Thus cp„(x) = <p(x) if n^k. Therefore the first equality in (3) 
is obvious again. 
Now suppose that a-=x<A and that <p is continuous at x. Let s > 0 be arbi-
trary. Then there exists a <5>0 such that x'|<<5 implies \cp(x)—(p(x')\^s. 
Therefore, if a/2" <<5, there exist two consecutive elements x' and x" of X„ such 
that Then ipn(x)=q>(x') and \(p(x')—(p(x)\<e. Thus we have 
proved that \q>n(x) — (p(x)\^s if a/2"-=<5, i.e., the first equality in (3) holds true 
in this case, too. 
To prove the second equality, let b ^ y ^ B be fixed. The inequality <p„=<p 
yields Therefore, if <p(~1)(y)=A then <pi~1)(y)=A. Thus we may 
assume that x:—(p<-~1)(y)-cA. Let be fixed. Then there exist two consecutive 
elements x' and x" of X„ such that x'^.x<x". If (p(x") were equal to <p(x), then 
(p(~1](y) would be greater than or equal to x". Thus necessarily (p(x')^cp(x)= 
=y<<p(x"). This yields cpn(x)=q> (x') < (p (x")=q>„ (x"). Now, by definition, 
Since therefore 
(pin-,)(y)^x+*[2n = <p(-1)(y)+oi[2n. 
On the other hand we have ^ r 1 ^ ^ - 1 ' , thus \<p<n~1)(y)-(p(~1)(y)\«xl2n holds 
for all H£N. This relation shows that (p^^iy) converges to if 
<p(~1)(y)^A. 
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3. Generalizations of Young's inequality 
Denote by J? the set of functions H: [a, A] X [b, B] that satisfy the inequality 
(4) H(x, v)+H(u, y) =? H(x, y)+H(u, v) 
for all a^x^u^A, b^ySv^B. We note that if H is a C 2 function, then (4) holds 
if and only if 
(5) l ± H ( x , y ) ^ 0 
is valid for all a S x ^ A , b ^ y ^ B . 
The following theorem gives a Young-type inequality for elementary Young 
functions. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let and assume that H is absolutely continuous on the 
boundary of [a, A]X[b,B\. Then H is absolutely continuous in both variables, fur-
thermore 
(6) H(x, y) s H(a, b)+ fd1H(t, (pit)) dt+ f dzH^-^is), s) ds 
a b 
holds for all elementary Young functions cp: [a, A]-*-[b, B] and for all aSx^A, 
b^y^B. 
(Here diH and dzH denote the partial derivatives of H with respect to the 
first or second variable respectively.) 
P r o o f . Let b^y^B be fixed. We show that x*-*H(x,y), asx^A is an 
absolutely continuous function. Since H satisfies (4), we have 
H(u, b)-H(x, b) S H(u, y)-H(x, y) S H(u, B)—H(x, B) 
for a ^ x ^ u ^ A . Thus we obtain 
(7) \H(u, y)—H(x, y)| 3§ max {\H(u, b)-H(x, b)|, \H(u, B)-H(x, J5)|} 
for all x, u£[a, A]. By assumption, 
x i-» H(x, b) and x >-*• H(x, B) 
are absolutely continuous on [a, A]. Therefore, by the estimate (7), the function 
x>—H(x,y) is also absolutely continuous. Thus the partial derivative H(x,y) 
exists for almost all a^x^A (if y is fixed). (See B. S Z . - N A G Y [14] for the properties 
of absolutely continuous functions.) A similar argument shows that y>-*H(x, y) 
is also an absolutely continuous function on [b, B] for each fixed a^xsA. 
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Let q>: [a, A]-*[b, B] be an arbitrary elementary Young function. Then there 
exist a=x 0 <x 1 <. . . -= :x n =A and such that 
(pit) = y, if x t t < x f . 
Assume that x k _ 1 ^ x ^ x k . Then 
fd.Hit, (pit))dt = 2 }'diH(t, (pQ))dt+ (pit))dt = 
- 2 / h Hit, yt) dt+ f d, Hit, yk) dt = 
I— *(-l xk-1 
' = 2 yd-HiXi_l5 yk)-Hixk_x, i=l 
For the sake of simplicity, we write y0:—b and j „ + 1 : = 5 . Then 
(p(~1)is) = xj if yj^s^yj+1 i j = 0, ...,n). 
Assume that y m ^ y ^ y m + 1 . Then 
y m—1 »¿+1 » 
f d2H((p^\s),s)ds = 2 J d,H(<p<~i>(s),s)ds + f d2H((p<-1)is),s)ds = 
0 J-° yj ym 
m-1 I 
= 2 f dtH(xj,s)ds+ f d2Hixm,s)ds = J=0 yj ym 
m-1 
= 2 (H(xj,yj+1)-Hixj,yj))+Hixm,y)-Hixm,ym). j=0 
To prove (6), we distinguish two cases. 
If fcsm, then 
A := f d1H[t,(pit))dt+ f d2H((P<--1\s),s)ds+H(a,b)-H(x, y) = 
a b 
= (Hixk, y)+H(x, yk)—H(x, y)-Hixk, yk)) + 
m-1 
+ 2 № ¡ + 1 » y)+H(xi, yl+1)-H(xt, y)-H(xi+1, yt+1)). 
i—k 
Now applying (4), one can check that all the terms on the right-hand side of this 
equation are nonnegative. Thus (6) is valid in this case. 
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If m < k , then 
A = (H(x,yk)+H(xk_1,y)-H(xk_1,yk)-H(x,y)) + 
k-2 
+ 2 (KXi+i, yi+i)+H(Xi, y)—H(xi, yi+1)-H(xi+u y)) 
i=m 
and a similar argument shows that A is also satisfied. Thus (6) is proved in 
both cases. 
R e m a r k . One may ask whether (6) is true for all Young functions <p: [a, A] — 
'[b, B] under the regularity assumptions of the theorem. The following example 
shows that it is not so: Let H(x,y)=min(x,y) and <p(x)=x for all x,}>€[0, 1]. 
Then H^J? and H is absolutely continuous on the boundary of [0, 1]X[0, 1]. 
However, the values d1H{t,q>{t>f) and <92//(<p(_1)(j), j ) are not defined for any 
t, i£[0, 1]. Thus the right-hand side of (6) has no meaning. Therefore in order 
to prove (6) for arbitrary Young functions <p, we need stronger regularity prop-
erties of H. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let and assume that the partial derivatives dxH{x,y) and 
d2H(x, y) exist for all a^x^A, b^y=B, furthermore 
y~d1H(x,y), (b^ySB) and x^d2H(x,y), (a is x ^ A) 
are continuous functions for almost all fixed a^x^A and b^y^B, respectively. 
Then (6) is satisfiedfor all Young functions cp: [a, A]-~[b, B] and aSx^A, b^y^B. 
P r o o f . Since H satisfies (4), we have 
H{u, y)-H(x, y) ^ H(u, v)-H(x, v) 
u—x ~ u—x 
for a^x<u^A, bSy^vsB. Taking the limit u—x, we get 
d1H(x,y)^d1H{x,v). 
Therefore the function y>-+diH(x,y), b^y^B is not only continuous, but it is 
increasing for almost all a^x^A. Similarly, x>-*d%H{x,y) is also increasing for 
a^x^A. 
To prove (6), let q> be an arbitrary Young function. Then, by the Lemma, there 
exists an increasing sequence <p„ of elementary Young functions such that (3) holds. 
Thus, by the above properties of H, 
(7) lim d.H^t, cpn(t)) = d1H(t> <p(t)) 
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for almost all a ^ t ^ A and 
lim d 2 ( s ) , s) = B2H{(p^(s), s) 
for almost all b ^ s ^ B . Since 
hHit, b) d.Hit, ?„(')) q>(t)) ^ d.Hit, B), 
furthermore dxH(t, b) and ¿^//(V, B) are integrable functions on [a, A], therefore 
the Lebesgue convergence theorem (see B. SZ . -NAGY [14]) can be applied. Thus, 
by (7), we get 
* X 
(8) - lim f d1H(t,<pn(t))dt = f dlH(t,(p(tj)dt 
" a a 
for all a ^ x ^ A . Similarly, 
(9) lim f d2H(cp(„-11 (s), s)ds = f d2H(<p^1)(s), s) ds. 
b b 
However, Theorem 1 yields 
X X 
H(x, y) S H(a, b)+ f 31H{t, <pn(t)) dt+ f d2H(<p<,-»(s), s)ds 
a b 
for all K£N, aSx^A, b=y=B. Letting n—°° and using (8) and (9) we obtain 
(6), which was to be proved. 
R e m a r k s . 
(i) Assuming only the existence of the partial derivatives dtH(x, y), d2H(x,y) 
of and using the same method one can prove that 
X X 
H(x,y) ^ H(a, b)+ f d.Hit, y(t)-O) dt + f d2H(<p<-»(s)+0, s)ds . .- .. 
a b -
holds for all Young functions <p. 
(ii) The inequality (6) can be interpretated in the following way: The equation 
m([x, u]x[y, »]) = H(x, y) + H(u, v)-H(x, v)-H(u, y), 
aSXSursA, b ^ y S v ^ B 
defines a Lebesgue—Stieltjes measure on [a, A]X[b, B], If q> is a Young function 
then let 
PXiy:=[a,x]X[b,y], 
Qx := {(s, O l f l ^ s S i , b ^ / S <p(s)}, 
{(s, t)\b S t m y, a =S s ^.<p(_1)(0}-
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Now one can see that PXtyQ.Qx\J Ry for all amx^A, bsysB. Therefore 
(10) m(PxJ S m(Qx)+m(Ry). 
Calculating the measures of these sets, one can show that (10) reduces to (6). Using 
the above argument, (6) was proved by the author [13] in the case when H is a C 2 
function, i.e., when the measure m has the density function d id 2 H(x, y). 
4. Young-type functional inequalities 
Theorem 3. Let H satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2; furthermore, let 
f : [a, A]—R and g: [b, j3]—R be arbitrary functions. Then the functional inequality 
(11) H(x,y)^f(x)+g(y), a ^ x ^ A , bmx^B 
is satisfied if and only if there exist two nonnegative functions p: [a, A]—[0, 
q: [b, B] — [0, oo[, a constant oc£R and a Young function q>\ [a,A]-*[b,B] such thai 
X 
(12) f(x)= f diH^, (p(t))dt+p(x)+a, a ^ x ^ A, 
a 
(13) g 0 ) = j d2H(q>^{s), s)ds + q(y)+H(a, b)-a, b S y S B. 
b 
Proo f . The "if" part of the statement is a consequence of Theorem 2. 
To prove the converse, assume that (11) is satisfied. Define f : [a, y4]-*-R by 
(14) f i x ) := sup (H(x, y) - g(y)). 
Then (11) yields f ^ f . Therefore the function p:=f—fi is nonnegative. Using the 
subadditivity of the sup operation and the estimate (7), we get 
Mx) = sup (.H(x, y) —H(u, y)+H(u, y)-g(y)) == sup (H(x, y)-H(u, y))+f{u) ^ 
=5 max {\H(x, b)-H(u, b)\, |H(x, B)-H(u, B)\}+Mu), 
whence we obtain 
(15) l/i(*)-/i(«)l ^ max {\H(x, b)-H(u, b)\, \H(x, B)-H{u, B)} 
for all x, Mi [a, A], Since H is absolutely continuous on the boundary of [a, A]X 
X[fc, B] therefore (15) shows that f is an absolutely continuous function. By (14) 
we have 
J7(x,y)^f1(x)+g(y) a ^ x ^ A , bmxmB. 
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Therefore the function [b, defined by 
(16) g l 0 0 := sup (H(x, y) - / i (x)), 
satisfies gi^g. Thus the function q:=g—gi is nonnegative. A similar argument 
shows that g l is also an absolutely continuous function, and by (16) we have 
(17) H(x,y)^f1(x)+g1(y), arSx^A, b^y^B. 
Thus 
fi(x) = s u p ( # ( x , y ) - g 1 ( y ) ) s sup(fT(x, y ) - g O ) ) =A(x), 
i.e., 
(18) fx(x) = sup(H(x,y)-gl(y)) 
for all a ^ x ^ A . Write 
<&:= {(x,y)\H(x,y) =A(x)+gl(y)}. 
Since x>--H(x,y)—f1(x) and y>-*-H(x,y)—g1(y) are continuous functions, there-
fore the supremum in (16) and (18) is attained, i.e., for all x there exists y such that 
(x, y)£ and for all y there exists x such that (x, 
The following estimate shows that H is a continuous function : 
\H{x,y)~H{u, v)\ =£ \H(x,y)-H(u,y)\ + \H(u,y)-H(u, r)| S 
^ max {|H(x, b)—H(u, f>)|, \H(x, B)-H(u, £)|}+ 
+max { | H ( a , y ) - H { a , r)|, |H(A,y)-H(A, u)|}. 
Thus $ is a closed set. Define q>: [a, A]-»[b, B] by 
cp(x) = sup {y\(x,y)e$}. 
Clearly, (x, <p(x))£ <P, i.e., 
(19) H(x,(p(x))=f1(x) + gl(<p(xj), a^xmA. 
First we show that q> is a Young function. If (p were not increasing, then there 
would exist x, z such that a^x<z^A and (p(x)xp(z). Then 
-H(x, <p(x)) = -fi{x)-g1(q>(x)), 
H(x,cp(z)) =S _/!(*)+gl ((?(*)), 
-H(z, cp(z)) = -Mz)+gl(<p(z)), 
H{z, cp(x)) ^f1(z) + g1((p(x)). 
Adding these inequalities, we get 
H(x, <p{z)) + H(z, q>(x))-H(x, (p(x))-H(z, q>(zj) < 0, 
which contradicts (4). Thus q> is an increasing function. 
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To prove the right continuity of (p, let x0 be arbitrary and let x„ be a decreasing 
sequence with lim xn=x0. Then (p(x) is convergent, write _y0:= lim (p(xn). $ is 
closed and (x„, (p(xn))£<P for all N, therefore O o ^ o X ^ - Thus <p(x0)^y0. 
On the other hand, (p(x0)^q>(xn) for all w£N, whence we get q>(x0)Sy0. So 
(¡o(x0)=j;0= lim (¡o(x„), which was to be proved. 
Finally we show that (a, b), (A, B)£ <P. If (a, b)$ <P, then 
H(a,b)^f1(a) + gl(b). 
However, by the properties of there exist a ^ x ^ A and b ^ y ^ B , such that 
-H(x, b) = -Mx)-gl(b), 
-H(a,y)=--f1(a)-g1(y), 
and we also have (17). Adding these four inequalities, we obtain 
H(a, b)+H(x, y)-H(x, b)—H(a, y) < 0, 
which is a contradiction. Thus (a, b)(i <P. Similarly, one sees that (A, B)£ <P. This 
latter relation means that <p(A)=B. Thus we have proved that <p is a Young 
function. 
Our next aim is to verify 
(20) H((p-1(j),y)=f1((p-1(y)) + g1(y), btky^B. 
Assume the contrary, that for a value y 
(21) _ H(cpi-»(y),y)^f1(<p<-»(y)) + g1(y). 
Write x:=cp~1(y). Then, by (19), we have 
(22) -H{x,<p(xj) = -Mx)-gl(tp(x)).-
Now we distinguish two cases. If x=q>(-~1)(y)—a, then y^<p(a). By the properties 
of 0 , there exists a value u^-x—a such that 
(23) . -H(u,y) = -Mu)-gl(y) 
and we also have 
(24) H(u, <p (a)) S A (u) + gl (<p (a)). 
Adding (21), (22), (23) and (24) we get 
H{a, y) + H(u,<p(a))-H{a, q>(a)) -H(u, y) < 0, 
which is a contradiction. Therefore (20) is valid if q>{~1)(y)=a. 
If x=(p'-~1)(y)>a, then, for t^x, the definition of cp(-1)(y) yields q>(t)^y. 
This inequality must be strict. Indeed, if (p(t0)=y for some a s i 0 < ; c , then q>(t)=y 
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for / 0 S i < x , since (p is increasing. The points (/, (pit)) are in 4> for i 0 s / < ; c 
thus, taking the limit t—t0, we find that (x,y)€$, i.e., H(x,y) = f ( x ) + g 1 ( y ) . 
This contradicts (21), and proves 
(25) (p(t) y for ( i s / < i . 
By the properties of 0 there exists a value a ^ u ^ A such that (u, y)£ <2>, i.e., 
(26) -H(u,y) = -f1{u)-gl(y). 
Then (p(u)^y, thus (25) implies xSw. Applying (17), we have 
(27) H(u, <p(x)) S f(«)+gl(<p (*))• 
- Adding the inequalities (21), (22), (26) and (27), we obtain 
(28) H(x, y)+H(u,<p 0*0) - H(u, y) - H(x, (p (x)) < 0. 
To get a contradiction we have only to show cp(x)^y (since then (28) cannot be 
valid). If (p(x)=B then there is nothing to prove. If <p(x)<5, then x-^A. Now 
x<t^A implies y^cp(t). Taking the limit x + 0 and using the right con-
tinuity of <p, we can see that y^cp(x). Thus the proof of (20) is complete. 
Let a<tcA be an arbitrary point where fx is differentiable. Then, by (19), 
the function 
x ~/i(*)+gi(<?(0)-H(x, <p(tj) 
has a minimum at x=t. Therefore the derivative vanishes there: 
Kit) = f\H(t, (pit)). 
Since fx is absolutely continuous, we have 
(29) Mx)= j flit) dt+fM= fd1Hit,(Pit))dt+a 
a a 
for all a ^ x ^ A , where a—fia ) . Similarly, it follows from (20) that 
(30) giO) = fd2Hi(Pi-1\s),s)ds+g1(b). 
b 
However, as we have proved, (a, b)£ that is 
(31) gl(b) = H(a,b)-Ma) = H(a,b)~ a. 
Since f=fx+P, g=gi+q, therefore (29), (30) and (31) show that (12) and (13) are 
satisfied. 
The proof of the theorem is complete. 
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Remark . In the proof of the "only if" part of Theorem 3 we have not used all 
the regularity properties of H. We used only inequality (4) and that dlH and d2H 
exist everywhere. 
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